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Positives

Issues

Why invest

►

Strategy: To invest in a portfolio of ►
newly formed companies, with a
unique support infrastructure provided
before and after investment.

Volume of investments: While Nova
has tested its ability to scale its sourcing,
a full fundraise will require a faster rate
of investment than achieved so far.

The investment
advisor

►

Team: The experienced management ►
group has spent a decade honing its
methodology, supported by a large
team of specialists.

Past performance: While the team has
produced an impressive IRR on an
unrealised basis, there have only been
three exits to date.

Nuts & bolts

►

Offer period: The fund is evergreen, with deployments each month and expected full
deployment within a quarter.

►

Diversification: Mixture of SEIS and EIS investments. The aim is to invest in 10
companies with higher weights in the EIS investments.

►

Valuation: Investors will have access to an in-house online system, which will be
updated on an ongoing basis.

Fees

►

Fees: All fees, apart from the performance fee, are charged directly to companies.

►

Performance fee: 20% on gains over a return of 150% of total capital invested.

Risks

►

Risk mitigation: Nova’s focus is on using the support it provides to mitigate the
investment risk of investing in new start-ups. There is some evidence this is effective.

►

Target return: Overall, as is normal for (S)EIS funds, the strategy is high risk, with a
three-year return target of £1.72 (excluding tax relief), although this is effectively
understated due to the expected five-to seven-year holding time for investments.
Individual investments will have a higher target, offset by a proportion of failures.

Advisor information

Analyst
Brian Moretta
0207 194 7622
bm@hardmanandco.com

Advisor contact details

►

Scheme assets: £1.3m

Alistair Marsden, Director, Nova Growth Capital

►

Scheme target: £5m p.a.

►

EIS assets: £1.3m

+44 (0)151 317 4250
fund@novagrowthcapital.co.uk

►

Total FUM: £17.5m

►

Fund launch date: 2019

www.novagrowthcapital.co.uk

Disclaimer: Attention of readers is drawn to important disclaimers printed at the end of this document
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Factsheet
Nova Cofoundery SEIS & EIS Fund
Product name
Product manager
Investment advisor
Tax eligibility
Target return
Target income
Type of product
Term
Sectors

Nova Cofoundery SEIS & EIS Fund
Sapphire Capital Partners LLP
Nova Growth Capital Limited
Mix of SEIS and EIS
£1.72 after three years, including tax relief
None
SEIS and EIS fund
Six years
Technology and technology-enabled

Diversification:
Number of companies
(Expected) Gini coefficient

Fees
Initial fees:
Corporate advisory and
arrangement costs
Annual fees:
Administration fee
Exit fees:
Performance fee
Advisor fee facilitation
Advisor fee amounts
HMRC Approved fund?
Advance Assurance from
HMRC
Reporting
Minimum investment
Current funds raised
Fundraising target
Closing date(s)
Expected exit method

10+
0.10-

Amount

Paid by

Up to 5% (excl. VAT)

Investee company

2.0% (excl. VAT)

Investee company

20%

Investor share of proceeds
after return of 150% of
original capital
Yes
As agreed with investor
No
Usually
Quarterly
£10,000
£1.3m
£5m per year
None
Trade sale, further capital funding, IPO
or other exit opportunity

Source: Nova Managers Limited, Hardman & Co research
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Fund aims
Nova Cofoundery SEIS & EIS Fund is a fund that aims to invest in 10 companies that
are eligible for SEIS or EIS relief. The target return for each investee company is a
three-year return of £1.72 before tax relief for each £1 invested (although
investments are expected to be held for an average of six years). Returns will be
focused on capital gains and investors are unlikely to receive any dividends. The aim
is for the assets to be invested as soon as possible after receipt.
There are two parties involved in running the fund:
►

Nova Growth Capital Limited: the Investment Advisor to the fund, which will
source and support all investments.

►

Sapphire Capital Partners LLP: the regulated entity, which will be the
Investment Manager of the fund.

In addition, Nova Cofoundery Limited is involved as the entity that supplies the
support and operating infrastructure described in the report.

Summary of risk areas
Note: there are generic risks from investing in EIS or unquoted companies in addition to
the specific ones commented on below. Comments on relative risk refer to other EIS
investments and not to wider investments.

Investments
Portfolio risk
The target is for investors to receive shares in 10 companies, with 80% of companies
and two thirds of the value being brand-new companies (SEIS), and the balance EIS.
Businesses will be technology-enabled, with some sector diversification, although
this depends on the opportunities that arise. Given the very early stage of the
investments, we would expect idiosyncratic risk to dominate market or economic
risk.
The return target seems reasonable for what is a higher-risk strategy, although this
is in line with other SEIS investments.

Sourcing and external oversight
Nova has a well-established sourcing process, with an emphasis on digital media. Its
focus on entrepreneurs who are just starting up a company is unique among SEIS
funds with little competition from other investors. Nova has recently developed an
online pre-screening programme, which should boost its sourcing efficiency. It
appears to have plenty of capacity to source sufficient investments for the fund.
Sapphire Capital Partners LLP validates all investment decisions made by Nova.
Within Nova, candidates are pre-qualified by a mentoring team before being
assessed by the separate Investment Committee.

Ongoing support and monitoring
The Nova proposition is unique in the (S)EIS market. The support has some features
of an incubator, such as mentoring, support for finance or business space assistance,
but also has a staff of technology specialists that can be deployed into a company,
reducing recruitment risks at the earliest stages. Nova’s parent takes a board seat in
investee companies, with Nova having the right to do so too.
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Exits
The intention is that exits will come through trade sales or other normal exit routes
such as IPOs.

Manager
Team
Although it is a new entrant into the (S)EIS market, Nova has a large infrastructure
to nurture and support new businesses. Senior management has experience of being
founders and developing other start-ups. Nova has a staff of over 100, which
includes business mentors and technology specialists for subcontracting to investee
companies.

Track record
Nova and, prior to its founding, Andy Davidson (Nova CEO) have invested £16.4m
into 82 companies across 181 rounds. Over the past two years, the Fund has
deployed £1.10m across 58 tranches into 22 companies. There have been two full
and one partial exit from Nova and none from the Fund yet, with 30 companies
written off. The aggregate realised and unrealised multiple for Nova is 1.9x.

Regulation
Product
Advance Assurance will usually be sought from HMRC for each investment but is
not a requirement for Nova to proceed.

Advisor/Manager
The Fund Manager is Sapphire Capital Partners LLP. It is FCA registered (number
565716) with fund management and custodian permissions. Submissions to
Companies House appear to be up to date. The Advisor, Nova Managers Limited, is
an appointed representative of Sapphire.

Risk analysis/commentary
Although Nova is a newer fund manager in (S)EIS terms, the team has more than a
decade’s experience of investing in and supporting new start-ups. This time has been
used effectively, with some evidence that its methodology is working better now
than it was at the outset. The proposition of supplying capital, staffing and other
support together seems attractive to the right class of founder.
Although co-investing is increasingly common, the addition services and support
that are integral to Nova’s strategy are distinct from other early-stage funds. The
only element of concern in the track record is the lack of exits to date; however,
Nova management is clearly aware of this and progress is being made.
While Nova has a methodology to reduce the risk of investing in new companies, as
is normal for SEIS, each investment remains high risk. The inclusion of some EIS
companies that have made progress helps diversify that risk. Those companies that
do well should produce good returns, but a good proportion will not and will return
little or nothing. Company diversification is typical for technology-focused funds.
Although idiosyncratic risk will dominate, investors need to consider their whole
portfolio when assessing whether they have adequate diversification.
Overall, Nova brings an interesting and distinctive proposition that should prove
attractive to investors looking for early-stage companies.
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Investment process
Deeper dig into process
Over the past 10 years, the Nova team has developed a unique proposition for
founders, looking to support them from the start of their entrepreneurial journey.
Nova has been investing in many of these companies and this new fund will be coinvesting alongside.
The fund will be investing in technology-enabled businesses, with Nova looking for
several criteria:
►

demonstrable and significant market potential;

►

a solution to a problem that will create new market segments or displace others;

►

technology-enabled or other innovative approach;

►

a clear and realistic path to delivery of a minimum viable product or prototype;

►

strategy for developing and protecting intellectual property;

►

passionate, energetic and experienced founders;

►

exit strategy with a four- to five-year horizon; and

►

SEIS eligibility

While these criteria are not unique within (S)EIS funds, the way that Nova executes
on them is. Nova has built up a team of more than 100 people, who support and
develop new businesses alongside the founder(s).
Most founders start with Nova at the same time as their business starts, usually
arriving with a problem or idea and a desire to set up a business to solve it. From
the outset, there is a strong mentoring process for all entrepreneurs. This includes
goal setting and, if further support is to be received, these goals need to be met.
Nova has a substantial team of three pre-investment and twelve post-investment
mentors.
The Nova team extends far beyond mentors, with development capabilities and skills
in a wide range of areas, such as different programming languages, web
development, AI, as well as business skills. As a company develops, members of the
Nova team are seconded to it on a project basis.
The company pays for these secondments via a fee to Nova Cofoundery, although
the fee is charged on the basis of cost plus a very small margin. In the first year of a
company’s operation, most of the money raised will be spent this way. After that,
Nova will look to extract its team members from the business as they are replaced
with more permanent staff.
Nova has premises in Liverpool, which can be used as a co-working space. Prior to
COVID-19, most companies were in the building, but they have become more
distributed since then. Plans to add premises in other locations have been placed on
hold for now. The co-working facilities are free but are not obligatory. Despite this,
mentoring contact is frequent with phone calls usually taking place daily and faceto-face meetings at least once a fortnight.
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Nova’s core philosophy is based on lean start-up methodology, augmented by
focusing on helping companies avoid the five most common mistakes that are made
(sourced from 100firsthits.com). Nova described some of its mentoring as
indoctrinating founders into its way of working, with those who don’t fit not
progressing further.
1.

Building something nobody wants: One of the first goals that a mentor
sets a new founder is to form a user panel, a group of 10-15 people who
understand the problem that the entrepreneur is trying to solve. The role
of user feedback in start-ups is now well understood, if not always widely
appreciated, and essential to getting a product right. Often, members of
such a panel become customers too.

2.

Hiring poorly: By using staff supplied by Nova, founders know they are
getting reliable staff. It also reduces HR issues as such people are usually
available quickly. From a Nova/fund perspective, the capabilities of the
seconded staff are usually very well known, allowing a more accurate
assessment of sources/blockages of progress.

3.

Failing to execute sales and marketing: Nova perceives the main risk here
to be the premature scaling of a company. It can be tempting for a start-up
to attempt to scale once it has created a minimum viable product (MVP),
rather than waiting until the product is right. Another mistake is to scale
before it has a repeatable sales process in place. Nova’s mentoring aims to
help companies avoid these mistakes.

4.

Not having the right cofounders: New teams of cofounders have often
not worked together before, which can be challenging in the high-pressure
situation of a start-up. With Nova as the cofounder, the pressure to get a
team of cofounders is alleviated. Nova recognises that its set-up is better
suited to the solo entrepreneur or a pair of founders than a fully formed
team, which might already have many of the skills that the Nova staff bring.

5.

Chasing the investors, not the customers: It is easy for founders to spend
more time seeking investment than working on the business. Nova provides
a clear path for funding, subject to making progress, for the first couple of
years. It can also assist with introductions beyond that, but founders will
then have to work harder in this area. Nova sees this as a price of success,
but companies that reach this stage should have expanded their capabilities
and made sufficient progress to allow founders to seek external investment.

Although the research is US-based, these are issues for start-ups anywhere.
Interestingly, Nova quotes the research as giving a 92% failure rate for new startups. In Nova’s experience to date, it has reduced this failure rate to 34%, suggesting
that its methods are bringing value.

Sourcing deals
Nova’s sourcing requirements are somewhat different from most other (S)EIS
managers. The ideal candidate is an entrepreneur who has a business idea, wants to
execute on it but hasn’t yet made a meaningful start. This is in contrast with other
managers, who generally want an existing company and some signs of progress.
Lead generation follows a variety of channels, with an emphasis on digital advertising
and e-media. Nova also runs hackathons and has found these to be very successful.
It also networks within start-up communities and, more recently, has added
framework agreements with universities, corporate and NHS Trusts.
New leads are led through an online programme that has been developed in
conjunction with Ash Maurya, who is a thought leader in the lean start-up
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movement. This both trains entrepreneurs in Nova’s methodology and filters out
those who are unwilling to make sufficient effort.
Once the programme is completed, entrepreneurs get a short meeting with a
mentor. As well as the prospect of funding, Nova’s initial attraction to entrepreneurs
is free mentoring. Although it has sourced some limited funding for this, Nova simply
views the mentoring as a cost of sale.
The volume of leads generated is strongly correlated with Nova’s investment. In
2020, Nova tested this correlation, generating 300 new leads in one month with no
reduction in quality. A normal level of activity would be less than half that number,
but it is reassuring that the flow could be increased, if required.
Not every lead will be mentored. The online programme is relatively new, and it
aimed at making the process more easily scalable than simply increasing the number
of mentors. Nova indicates that the results so far suggest that the quality of
entrepreneur receiving mentoring is much higher than when all approaches got a
meeting with a mentor.
At this stage, Nova is looking for problem origination as much as anything else. It is
also looking for an indication that the problem can be solved, and that the person
bringing the problem is the right person to do it.
When it first entered the EIS market, for every 300 leads that Nova generated, it
estimated that about 50 will receive mentoring, which in turn led to ca.12 initial SEIS
investments. The target for each tranche of the fund is to have 10 investments, with
more than three quarters being SEIS.
The new process has allowed it to take on many more applications. The target for
2021 is to start 30 companies, which would be a 50% increase on previous years.
The data suggest that the new process should help with this and Nova should be
able to source sufficient investments for the fund. Its investment record over the
past couple of years supports the target.
Geographically, Nova is agnostic about where it invests, but notes that it has a
stronger network in the north-west of England and tends to get more high-quality
referrals from that region. The net effect is that the fund is likely to have a
proportionately higher number of investments from that region than from the rest
of the UK.
Within the technology-enabled criteria, there is anticipated to be a wide range of
underlying businesses. There is no focus on any particular sector, and the investor’s
breadth of exposure will depend on the opportunities that arise during the period
their funds are invested.

Decision making
The input into the decision-making process starts at the mentoring stage described
above. Over the course of the various meetings, the mentor will gain an
understanding of the entrepreneur and the progress they are making. Typically,
reviews will take place roughly every four weeks. In advance of each pitch day, the
mentoring team is asked to recommend the strongest candidates for funding. The
aim of this is to ensure that pitches for funding are only made once the entrepreneur
is ready.
There is an implicit secondary assessment via the staff placements. The Nova staff
have some discretion about which projects they work on. So, if a company is
struggling to get Nova staff interested, then it is unlikely to be suitable for
investment.
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Pitch days take place once a month, with a quorum of Nova’s Investment Committee
(IC) in attendance. The aim is to keep the assessment relatively simple, focusing more
on generic start-up issues rather than specific domain risk. The IC scores each pitch
on the prescribed criteria to decide if the candidate will progress further.
Where a founder is rejected at this stage, there is a strong emphasis on giving clear
and prompt feedback. Roughly half of the pitches are rejected at this stage, but the
intention is to make it clear what the founder needs to do so they can come back
and make a successful pitch.
If a pitch is successful, then Nova produces a paper for the IC that is compliant with
the Information Memorandum. This is then passed to Sapphire, which examines the
paper and confirms whether the investment can be made.
There is a short due diligence process. Nova views the ability of the entrepreneur
to execute during the mentoring period as a key part of the diligence. It is
complemented by other diligence, such as background and some market checks.
With no company existing yet, many of the usual diligence requirements are not
needed here.
Once investment is agreed, Nova provides legal and financial support. This includes
setting up the company using standard documents, opening a bank account, setting
the company up on Xero for accounting purposes and assigning someone in the
accounting team to act as financial controller.
For new investments, the cash is paid out in tranches, usually of £50,000 each. Nova
uses a standard template for this. The total investment is expected to be £195,000
from the Fund, split £150,000 SEIS and £45,000 EIS. Another £105,000 comes
from Nova itself. Initially, £50,000 is transferred into the company’s account. The
remaining tranches are paid over time, and only if the company has reached, or in
some cases got close to, the performance targets that have been agreed with Nova.
Ownership is on standard terms, with the founder(s) getting 35% of the new
company, 20% being owned by Nova and 30% by fund investors. Nova invests on
the same terms as fund investors, but no fees are charged on the former’s
investment.
EIS investments have slightly different parameters. Although these are follow-on
investments into existing companies, the assessment process follows more
conventional lines, albeit with the advantage of not only having been invested in the
business for a year but also having full access to all the management information.
EIS rounds are usually about £350,000-£450,000, with ownership proportions
variable and dependent on progress to date.
The expectation is that two thirds of the money will be deployed into SEIS
investments and one third into EIS. The larger size of the latter means that, by
number, around three quarters of companies will be SEIS.
Ideally, the mentoring period should last a month, although the expectation is that
many will require support for longer. Once a pitch is successful, the process should
be relatively quick compared with managers who are dealing with established
companies.
We note that a successful fundraise of the £5m that is targeted will require a greater
deal flow than Nova has invested in to date. It is reassuring that it has tested the
ability to scale the input, but the ability to invest at that rate is not proven yet.
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Governance and post-investment
monitoring
All investment will apply for Advance Assurance. Usually, this will be received from
HMRC for each investment prior to completion, but it is not always received
promptly and so is not a requirement for the investment to proceed.
Valuations are carried out using IPEVC guidelines. For most companies, this will
mean revaluations when there is a significant sale of shares to another investor.
Companies that reach profitability will be valued at a discount to comparable listed
companies.
It is worth noting that Nova is a bit quicker to write down values for companies that
are not making progress. Usually, this will be a 50% write-down after one year and
100% after two years. Given the early stage, it is not unusual for the rate of progress
to change and for subsequent positive revaluations to take place.
Nova has an online reporting system, which allows continual access to an investor’s
portfolio. Valuations based on new investment rounds are updated as soon as
possible, meaning there will be a steady flow of revaluations. With investments
typically getting one or two investment rounds a year, stale valuations should not
be an issue. The system was built in-house but looks straightforward to use and also
includes access to documentation.
Nova Group Holding (Nova’s parent) takes a director positions on each investee
company board, with the fund having the right to appoint another and the founder
taking a third position. Formally, this gives Nova control of each board. Nova notes
that, for most companies, this is rather academic, with there being very few formal
board meetings as these are subsumed under the regular interaction described
under the investment process above.
As well as the formal governance structures, it is clear that Nova will have a deep
relationship with the investee companies through staff deployment, ongoing
mentoring and acting as a financial controller. The template contract includes 525
days of support from Nova Cofoundery in the first nine months. For successful
companies, these will reduce over time but should remain significant for a while.

ESG
At the time of writing, Nova does not have an ESG policy but is in discussions with
the PRI about creating one. This should lead to proactive reporting on the topic.
Currently it avoids areas such as arms and tobacco.

Exits
Nova expects exits to derive from the usual sources for companies in their field,
which means mostly trade sales or replacement capital from VCs. A small number
may IPO, but they are expected to be the exception.
Although Nova’s method may reduce the proportion, there will still be a meaningful
proportion of failures. Nova intends to apply for such cases to be struck off promptly
to allow investors to claim loss relief as soon as possible.

Track record
Hardman & Co has been supplied with details of a combined investment track record
to the end of 2020. This encompasses that of the CEO prior to the founding of
Nova in 2014, and the latter thereafter. There are 17 companies from the earlier
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period (2008-11) and 65 by Nova (2015 onwards). These 82 companies have
received £16.4m of funding across 181 rounds.
The Fund started investing in 2019 and has deployed £1.10m across 58 tranches
into 22 companies.
Nova has had only a small number of positive exits, with three achieved to date, one
of which was partial. These returned £3.56m and achieved very good returns on
capital and IRRs. Management believes it could get liquidity on another couple of
investments; however, it has chosen to remain invested and these have continued
to appreciate in value.
Of the 82 companies, 30 have been written down to zero. The earlier group of
investments has 10 of these (59% of investments), with the balance in Nova.
Another five have been written down, with the remaining 21 showing positive
returns. This skewness is typical of investments in this area.
The remaining Nova investments are valued at £28.3m, giving an aggregate uplift
on the portfolio, realised and unrealised, of 1.9x. The fund investments have not
seen any meaningful movements yet, with one small impairment to date.
There is some evidence that Nova is achieving one of its targets of reducing the
failure rate within companies. There is an improved three-year survival rate between
the earlier and later investments, although a larger number of investments than each
group are less than three years old.
We note that Nova itself (the service company, not the equity holding vehicle) is the
largest investment by valuation, and one of the most successful, and is valued at
more than a third of the current total.
As with many SEIS managers, the Nova portfolio performance shows strong signs
of promise. The underlying performance looks good, but the lack of realisations
means the IRR figures to date need to be treated with care.

Fees
The fees for the Fund are set out in the table on page 3 and, other than the
performance fee, are payable by the investee companies. Unlike some other SEIS
funds that have higher charges, the aggregate fees are in line with other EIS funds.
The fees are straightforward, other than as noted below:
►

Initial fees: Although these are stated as being up to 5%, in practice, they are
expected to be 5%.

►

Performance fee: This starts when the investor has 150% of their capital
returned, making it on a fund basis.

The fees and charges are quoted net of VAT. Where investee companies have
sufficient VATable revenue, the VAT can be offset; however, most of the
investments will be pre-revenue at outset and this will not be possible in the early
years.

Fundraising targets
The target is to raise is £5m in a year, with ongoing deployments. The tranching
means there is a steady flow of ongoing investments. Deployment will usually start
in the month the funds are received and will be completed within three months. If
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the amount raised falls short of the target, then other funding will be used, so the
number of investee companies is likely to be independent on the amount raised.
The minimum subscription is £10,000 per investor.
Nova targets a delivery of EIS3 certificates within one quarter.
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Fund Manager
It is clear that the CEO has been the driving force behind developing Nova’s
philosophy and operational methods. This development was started several years
before the creation of Nova, with the latter appearing to reap the benefits from
earlier learning.
Nova itself has developed into a substantial operation. While the leadership team,
as is usual, remains important, there does not seem to be excessive reliance on any
one individual for the fund’s success.
The team appears to be adequate for Nova’s current scale of operations. As
indicated under sourcing, Nova believes it can generate leads at a much faster rate
than current levels and put changes in place to make this even easier. On this basis,
Nova believes it could source 150 SEIS investments a year, although currently has
the capacity to handle around a quarter of that. The ambition to grow is there, with
the acknowledgement that the team needs to be scaled accordingly. Management
is firm that it will only take on business that it can fund and manage, but investors
should expect to see capacity growth in the future.
As well as its UK operations, Nova is currently trialling its process in SE Asia. Using
its online programme, it has attracted strong interest with minimal resource
commitment.
The Investment Committee constitutes the four people listed below. At pitch days,
it is normal for the three executive members to be present, with the Chairman
deputising when one is unavailable.
As well as the above, Nova has two high-profile and very well-connected
shareholders in Sir Terry Leahy (former CEO of Tesco) and Bill Currie (founder of
William Currie Group). Although they have no specific role, they are clearly very
strong connections to have.

People
Andy Davidson – CEO
Having started as a software engineer, he has subsequently co-founded several
technology businesses. He has been making investments since 2008 and founded
We Are Nova in 2014.

Olivia Greenberg – Chief Growth Officer
Has extensive experience in operational and production roles in the media and digital
sectors, most notably during 14 years with Amaze. Since 2010, she has worked as
a business consultant and coach, joining Nova in 2015.

Paul Morrissey – Chairman
In 1989, he founded the Tubedale Group, an international telecoms and software
company, where he was MD for 19 years. Since then, he has taken on numerous
board roles in technology related companies, including several Nova investments.

Darren Gowling – Investment Committee
Started with the Wales Innovation Fund, followed by investment roles at Alliance
Fund Managers, EV Group, SGR Ventures and UCLan Ventures. Spent nine years as
Operations Director at West Coast Investment Hub, before joining Co Angel
Investment Service.
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Appendix 1 – due diligence
summary
Summary of core due diligence questions
Investment Manager
Company
Founded
Type
Ownership
FCA Registration
Solvency
EISA member
Investment Adviser
Company
Founded
Type
Ownership
FCA Registration
Solvency
EISA member
Fund Custodian
Company
FCA Registration

Validated by
Sapphire Capital Partners LLP
2009
Limited Liability Partnership
Two LLP designated members
565716

Hardman & Co
Hardman & Co
Hardman & Co

Yes
Yes

Hardman & Co
Sapphire
Hardman & Co

Nova Growth Capital Limited
2018
Private Limited Company
Nova Group Holding Limited
526519 (AR of Sapphire)
Yes
No

Hardman & Co
Hardman & Co
Hardman & Co
Hardman & Co
Nova Managers
Hardman & Co

Mainspring Nominees Limited Information Memorandum
591814
Hardman & Co
Source: Hardman & Co research

Regulation
The Fund Manager is Sapphire Capital Partners LLP. It has two LLP-designated
members: Mr Boyd Carson and Mrs Vasiliki Carson. It was created in 2009, and has
its accounts made up to 31 December 2019 with net assets of £109,000. The
company has confirmed its solvency, and has appropriate investment management
permissions from the FCA.
Nova Growth Capital (formerly Nova Managers Limited) is an Appointed
Representative of Sapphire Capital Partners. It has no particular permissions. The
latest accounts are as of 31 March 2019. Its parent company is Nova Group Holding
Limited (formerly Galactic HQ limited), which has 12 shareholders, including the
CEO, Chairman and Crowdcube Nominees. Its Companies House filings appear to
be up to date, although we note the late submission of the 2018 accounts.
Note that Nova Group Holding will hold the shares from Nova’s co-investments.
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Appendix 2 – example fee
calculations
This calculates the estimated total amount payable to the manager under certain
assumptions.

Basic assumptions
Term
Investor amount
Split SEIS: EIS
VAT is reclaimed by investee companies

5 years
£100,000
2/3: 1/3

Source: Hardman & Co research. Five years used for consistency with other reports.

Example fee calculations
Gross return
Amount (pre-tax relief)
Initial fees
Corporate advisory fee
Total

-50%
£100,000
Rate
5.00% (excl. VAT)

Net investment
Annual fees
Administration fee
Total over 5 years

2.00%

Gross fund after investment return
Exit fees
Performance
Net amount to investor
Gain (pre-tax relief)
Gain (post-tax relief)
Total fees paid

20%

Hardman & Co standard
0%
50%
£100,000
£100,000

Target
150%
£100,000

£5,000
£5,000

£5,000
£5,000

£5,000
£5,000

£5,000
£5,000

£100,000

£100,000

£100,000

£100,000

£2,000
£10,000

£2,000
£10,000

£2,000
£10,000

£2,000
£10,000

£50,000

£100,000

£150,000

£248,832

£0

£0

£0

£19,766

£50,000
-£50,000
-£6,667
£15,000

£100,000
£0
£43,333
£15,000

£150,000
£50,000
£93,333
£15,000

£229,066
£129,066
£172,399
£34,766

Source: Hardman & Co Research
Note: tax relief only allows for basic relief and makes no allowance for any loss relief or other benefits.
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Disclaimer
Hardman & Co provides professional independent research services and all information used in the publication of this report has been compiled from publicly
available sources that are believed to be reliable. However, no guarantee, warranty or representation, express or implied, can be given by Hardman & Co as to the
accuracy, adequacy or completeness of the information contained in this research and they are not responsible for any errors or omissions or results obtained
from use of such information. Neither Hardman & Co, nor any affiliates, officers, directors or employees accept any liability or responsibility in respect of the
information which is subject to change without notice and may only be correct at the stated date of their issue, except in the case of gross negligence, fraud or
wilful misconduct. In no event will Hardman & Co, its affiliates or any such parties be liable to you for any direct, special, indirect, consequential, incidental damages
or any other damages of any kind even if Hardman & Co has been advised of the possibility thereof.
This research has been prepared purely for information purposes, and nothing in this report should be construed as an offer, or the solicitation of an offer, to buy
or sell any security, product, service or investment. The research reflects the objective views of the analyst(s) named on the front page and does not constitute
investment advice. However, the companies or legal entities covered in this research may pay us a fixed fee in order for this research to be made available. A full
list of companies or legal entities that have paid us for coverage within the past 12 months can be viewed at http://www.hardmanandco.com/legals/researchdisclosures. Hardman may provide other investment banking services to the companies or legal entities mentioned in this report.
Hardman & Co has a personal dealing policy which restricts staff and consultants’ dealing in shares, bonds or other related instruments of companies or legal entities
which pay Hardman & Co for any services, including research. No Hardman & Co staff, consultants or officers are employed or engaged by the companies or legal
entities covered by this document in any capacity other than through Hardman & Co.
Hardman & Co does not buy or sell shares, either for their own account or for other parties and neither do they undertake investment business. We may provide
investment banking services to corporate clients. Hardman & Co does not make recommendations. Accordingly, they do not publish records of their past
recommendations. Where a Fair Value price is given in a research note, such as a DCF or peer comparison, this is the theoretical result of a study of a range of
possible outcomes, and not a forecast of a likely share price. Hardman & Co may publish further notes on these securities, companies and legal entities but has no
scheduled commitment and may cease to follow these securities, companies and legal entities without notice.
The information provided in this document is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution or
use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would subject Hardman & Co or its affiliates to any registration requirement within such jurisdiction or country.
Some or all alternative investments may not be suitable for certain investors. Investments in small and mid-cap corporations and foreign entities are speculative
and involve a high degree of risk. An investor could lose all or a substantial amount of his or her investment. Investments may be leveraged and performance may
be volatile; they may have high fees and expenses that reduce returns. Securities or legal entities mentioned in this document may not be suitable or appropriate
for all investors. Where this document refers to a particular tax treatment, the tax treatment will depend on each investor’s particular circumstances and may be
subject to future change. Each investor’s particular needs, investment objectives and financial situation were not taken into account in the preparation of this
document and the material contained herein. Each investor must make his or her own independent decisions and obtain their own independent advice regarding
any information, projects, securities, tax treatment or financial instruments mentioned herein. The fact that Hardman & Co has made available through this
document various information constitutes neither a recommendation to enter into a particular transaction nor a representation that any financial instrument is
suitable or appropriate for you. Each investor should consider whether an investment strategy of the purchase or sale of any product or security is appropriate for
them in the light of their investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances.
This document constitutes a ‘financial promotion’ for the purposes of section 21 Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (United Kingdom) (‘FSMA’) and
accordingly has been approved by Capital Markets Strategy Ltd which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA).
No part of this document may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means, mechanical, photocopying, recording or
otherwise, without prior permission from Hardman & Co. By accepting this document, the recipient agrees to be bound by the limitations set out in this notice.
This notice shall be governed and construed in accordance with English law. Hardman Research Ltd, trading as Hardman & Co, is an appointed representative of
Capital Markets Strategy Ltd and is authorised and regulated by the FCA under registration number 600843. Hardman Research Ltd is registered at Companies
House with number 8256259.
(Disclaimer Version 8 – Effective from August 2018)

Click here to read our status under MiFID II (Disclaimer Version 8 – Effective from August 2018 under MiFID II)
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